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ABOUT THE TEAM
(about me)



PLATFORM GOALS



- Main goal is to build a web platform software solution for iDeas
sharing and presenting online.

- It will serve as a virtual extension of the established iDEAlabs.

- Since it’s online , it will connect all iDEAlabs in a single hub for 
entrepreneurs around the world

- It will allow us to continuously grow a community while allowing 
large companies and/or startups to join in with different challenges

- End goal is to establish a social network for the entrepreneurs and 
to build a simple but efficient iDea management tool for them to 
work with



PLATFORM 

SPECIFICATION 
behind the picture



M.E.A.N Full stack JavaScript development

WHY?
- Allow a simple , clean way to develop web applications
- Support responsivnes and cross platform/browser development 

(we will talk about this in the next slide)
- It’s free, open source and have good documentation behind to 

support it
- It’s currently the most used way to approach web application 

building since it’s using all of the modern techniques and 
programming languages

Tools of the trade:
HTML5, CSS3, ExpressJS, JavaScript, AngularJS, MongoDB, SQL,
NodeJS, Java Spring Framework, SASS, LESS …



RESPONSIVE
CROSS-BROWSERS SUPPORT
(some minor issues are expected in internet explorer but they can’t be fixed)

CROSS-DEVICE SUPPORT

Requirements :
- Browser and working internet connection



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
short overview





1. DASHBOARD
- Starting page after the login screen, allow user to see all current information going on 
(comments, latest iDeas and challenges, events, personal ratings, notes etc.)

2. VIRTUAL iDEAlab
- Main page with the following content:
* DISCOVER: Shows currently active iDeas which can be sorted with different parameters 
(rating , popularity , views etc.)
* CHALLENGES: Shows currently active job offerings and challenges.
* POST: Place where users can publish their own iDeas

3. MY iDEAS
- After publishing the iDEA , after generating enough views and approvals every iDEA will 
open new options for their management (adding team members, notes, building trees, 
additional informations, development process etc.)

4. PROFILE MANAGEMENT
- Every user will have options to add additional info about themselves. That way every 
user can form a virtual CV that they can later export and use. Also an achievement 
system will be present (platform will award every user for different steps , posting their 
first idea, generating enough views, joining a challenge, winning a challenge etc.)



5. Messaging & Community
- Since the goal is to form a social network for the entrepreneurs, growing a community is 
a key aspect. Users will be able to form groups inside the platform and send messages to 
each others. Live chat is a possibility but it’s hard to program and it’s a feature to be on 
the top of the list after the platform is released as a improvement to be added.

6. Settings, Help & Feedback
- Basic settings like remembering login informations , privacy options etc will be available. 
User will have access to detailed manual that describe all features that this platform 
have. Also , users will have option to send feedback for each feature so that it can be 
improved later.



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
login and registration process



LOG IN



SIGN UP PROCCESS



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
Dashboard



DASHBOARD



- Wordpress dashboard as inspiration
- Show latest informations both personal and global
- Can be customized to suit user needs



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
Discover, Join a Challenge or Publish iDeas



iDEAlab: DISCOVER



iDEAlab: DISCOVER



iDEAlab: POST



iDEAlab: CHALLENGES



iDEAlab: CHALLENGES



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
Profile settings and My iDeas



- General account settings (example: password, picture and/or email 
changing)

- As I told before each profile will serve as a online CV that will be 
exported

- That way users will be able to link their accomplishments on the 
platform with their CV

- Simple friendly interface (we want users to feel like home)

PROFILE SETTINGS



MY IDEAS



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
Messaging & Community



INBOX



COMMUNITY



PLATFORM 

WALKTHROUGH 
Settings , Help and Feedback



- Security settings (example: 2 factor authorization is optional)
- Privacy settings (example: every iDea can be hiden from iDeas panel If 

user wishes to develop them in secret)
- Copyright settings (example: user can choose if he own the rights to his 

iDea or he wants to share it so that somebody else can take it and 
change it as he wishes)

- Followers , notification settings etc are one of the many options to be 
added in future

- Help guide will offer detailed documentation about every feature inside 
the platform. Building some kind of virtual assistant is the end goal.

- Feedback as one of the most important part of this platform will allow 
users to work with us to constantly improve the platform



FUTURE 

DEVELOPMENT PLANS



- Version 1.0 expected by the end of October this year
- About 50% of the features mentioned above will bi available right 

from the start
- Continuous development process with additional feedback will deliver 

better and faster improvements



Q|A


